Dragon Boat Green Tea
Harvest: Hand-picked,
single small batch,
June 2016

Region: Fenghuang,
Lugu, Taiwan.
Elevation: 750m

Batch Size: Single.
Unoxidized
Unroasted.

Flavor: Fresh, green leafy aroma. Smooth, mild baby greens and asparagus tips
character. Soothing, clean finish.

GARDEN
This tea garden is located in one of our
favorite spots in Lugu, above Phoenix
Village, and adjacent to National Taiwan
University's tea research center. Our
friend who specializes in harvesting tea
from naturally occurring wild tea trees
as well as organically grown tea has
been cooperating with the owner of this
plot for the last two years. He
committed to purchasing this harvest of
Jin Xuan tea leaves on the condition
that the farmer did not administer any
pesticides in this growing season. The
leaves were tested for chemical trace
residues and showed only 1-5% of the
accepted levels of trace chemical
residue. In other words, almost zero
trace levels were found on these leaves,
and perhaps due to over-spray from
neighboring farms.

trays, and allowed to wilt slightly to
begin their dehydration. As soon as the
leaves lost their turgidity and became
supple, they were exposed to high heat
in tumble dryers to prevent oxidation.
The leaves were almost fully grown at
harvest time, but still very young and
supple. The larger leaf size provides a
more full-bodied character within the
green tea category while still
maintaining that full fresh green
character and flavor profile. The aroma
of the brewed leaves is a garden fresh
scent, following an afternoon summer
rain. The texture is exceedingly smooth
and balanced, with a green vegetal
flavor profile, and a clean refreshing
finish with just a touch of bitter to
convey its pure tea character.

THE STORY OF THIS TEA
TASTING NOTES:
This late spring crop of Jin Xuan Oolong
tea leaves were cured as a Green Tea,
without any intentional oxidation of the
leaves after they were picked. They
were simply brought directly indoors
from the garden, spread on bamboo

Last month we celebrated the third
biggest holiday of the year in traditional
Chinese culture — Dragon Boat Festival,
or "Duan Wu Jie" in Mandarin. Just days
after the holiday weekend, we stopped
by the home of a tea farmer friend in
our favorite village in tea country - Yong
Long, in Lugu Township. This is how we
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happened upon this month's batch of
Dragon Boat Green Tea.
This batch of Dragon Boat Green Tea
was harvested on the fifth day of fifth
month in the Chinese Lunar Calendar. It
is believed that the hours between 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. on this day are when the
Yang Energy is strongest in the Lunar
Year. Traditional custom holds this to be
the ideal time to collect mountain
spring water to be used for its beneficial
effects in removing "dampness" from
the body, as interpreted by Traditional
Chinese Medicine. Our friend Mr. Chen
innovated upon this traditional concept
to harvest tea leaves at this time, as it is
considered an overall atmospheric
phenomenon.

products, and processed in the most
minimal way to maintain their innate
constitution.
This garden is adjacent to the National
Taiwan University Tea Research Center
above Yong Long and Phoenix Village,
and in the foothills of Phoenix Mountain.
Many of these farms have become
transitional organic in their farm
practice as a result of the university's
success in this respect.

He determined it most appropriate to
process these "yang energy tea leaves"
as green tea to capture the innate "chi",
with the least amount of altering their
natural state. Mr. Chen committed to
procuring the entire harvest of this
season's Jin Xuan Oolong tea leaves if
the farmer agreed to not administer any
pesticides during the growing season
that followed spring harvest. So this
batch of tea leaves were produced
without the use of any chemical farm
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